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In this note, we give a short proof of the following theorem: if G is a 2-connected 
graph of order n and for any two vertices u, v, d(u, u) = 2 3 max(d(u), d(u)) > c/2, 
then the circumference of G is at least c, where 3 Q c < n, and d(u, v) is the distance 
between u and u in G. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let c and n be integers (3 < c < n) and set FC = { 6: G is a 2-connected 
graph of order n, and for any two vertices M and v, d(u, v) = 2 * 
max(d(u), d(v)) > c/2}, where d(u, v) is the distance between u and v in G. 
G. H. Fan proved the following 
THEOREM [3]. If G E FC, then the circumference c(G) of G is at least c. 
In this note, we give a short proof of the theorem. 
Given graph G = (V, E) E FC of order n, let S, = (V E P d(u) > c/2} and 
let G1, G,, . . . . G, be the components of G-S0 with vertex sets 
s, > s2, . ..> S,, respectively. When S, # V, for each i, 1 < i < k, set 
Xi = (u E S,: there exists u E Sj such that uu E E), 
Yi = { 2) E Sj: there exists u E S, such that uv E Ej. 
It is obvious that 
s3f0~ (Pl) 
On the other hand, if S, # V, since G is 2-connected, for each i, 1 d i < k, 
we have 
582b/45/3-8 
IX,\ > 2 and, whenever IS,/ B 2, / Yj( $2. P2) 
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Since d(u, u) # 2 for any two vertices U, u which are not in SO, we see that 
and 
each Gi is complete, (P3) 
XinXj=@ for each i, j, 1 di-cjfk. P4) 
By the well-known result that if a 2-connected graph H of order n has a 
longest path P joining u and v such that d(u) + d(v) 3 c, where 3 6 c <n, 
then c(H) > c [ 11, it suffices to show that G has such a path. 
Choose a longest path P = v1v2.. . v, in G which has as many end- 
vertices in SO as possible. We claim that both end-vertices of P are in SO, In 
other words, P is just the path that we want. Suppose this is not so. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume vi E S,. Then Si E V(P) by (P3) 
and the fact that P is a longest path in G. We show that 
s1= {%, 02, ..., v,>, (1) 
where I= JS,J. Suppose, to the contrary, that for some Y and s 
(l,<r<s-&m-l), ~l>v2,...,v,~Sl, v,+lrv,+2,.,.,“s-1~S,, and 
v,~Si. Then v,-,ES~. Thus P’=v~-~v~-~..~u~u,v,+,..~v, is a longest 
path in G with more end-vertices in SO than P, contradicting the choice 
of P. 
Note next that if vivi E E(G) (1 d i < Z, j > 1+ 2), then v~- i E S, by (1) and 
(P4). By (l), (P3), and the maximality of P, the vertices of S, adjacent to u, 
(1 d t < 1, when I3 2) belong to V(P). Suppose that there exists an edge 
v,v,EE(G) with v,~Si (ldt<I, when 122) and v,ES, (q>l+2). Then 
P’=~~~~v~~~~~~~~+~v~v~~~~v~~~v~+~~~~v~ is a longest path in G with 
more end-vertices in SO than P, contradicting the choice of P. Suppose then 
that 12 2 and vI -(resp., r~/+ i) is th e only possible vertex of S, (resp., S,) 
adjacent to a vertex vt, 1+ 2 < t d m (resp., 1 d t < I). Furthermore, by (P2), 
there must exist a vertex v, (1 d t < I) such that v,v[+ I E E(G). Hence, by 
(l), (P3), and the maximality of P, the vertices of SO adjacent to vi belong 
to V(P). By (P2), there must exist a vertex V,E S,, (q > 1+ 2) such that 
v,v,+E(G). Thus P’=v~~~vq~2~~~v~+1v,v,~1~..v~v,+1v,+~~.~v,vqvq+1 
. . . v, is a longest path in G with more end-vertices in SO than P, contra- 
dicting the choice of P again. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Note that when c = n, the theorem says that if GE 9n then G is 
Hamiltonian. In this case, it is observed in [4] that the conclusion is an 
immediate consequence of (Pi)-(P,), because we can suppose G[S,] (the 
subgraph of G induced by S,) is complete by Bondy-Chvatal’s theorem on 
closure operation [2]. Similarly, we can give Fan-type sufficient conditions 
ensuring that G has other properties described in [2], For example, we can 
prove that if G is 3-connected and for any two vertices U, u, d(u, v) = 2 => 
max(d(u), d(u)) 2 (n + 1)/2, then G is Hamiltonian-connected. 
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